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Read this book in order to take flight in the world of spiritualism, in order to scale the peaks of
meditation, in order to attain the bliss of freedom from death. Read this book to find peace in
day to day life, in order to discover the joy of a life spent in devotion, meditation and immersion
in the atman. Read this book to know the essence of the life of Bhagvan Mahavira, who was
the 24th tirthankara of the jains. This text is a short work by Acharya Bhadrabahu Swamiji,
composed for the benefit of all mankind. This text is based on the philosophy of Jainism. It has
been attractively illustrated and lucidly translated.



Print Edition Published in 2012 by Shri Jinshasan Aradhana TrustThis digital edition prepared
and published by Multy Graphics in 2013Copyright © 2013 by Multy
Graphicswww.multygraphics.comAuthor - Shrutkevali Bhadrabahu SwamiEnglish Translator -
Manish ModiEditor - Acharya Kalyanbodhi SurijiThis e-book is sold subject to the condition that
it shall not, by way of trade or otherwise, be lent, resold, hired out, or otherwise circulated,
without the publishers prior consent, in any form or cover other than that in which it is
published. No part of this publication including images may be reproduced, transmitted, or
stored in a retrieval system, in any form or by any means, whether electronic, mechanical, print
reproduction, recording or otherwise, without the prior permission of the publisher. Any
unauthorised distribution of this e-book may be considered a direct infringement of copyright
and those responsible may be liable in law accordingly.If you’re reading this book and did not
purchase it, or it was not purchased for your use only, then please return to multygraphics.com
and purchase your own copy.Thank You for respecting the hard work of the author.

Mahavira....Pathway To DestinationRead this book in order to take flight in the world of
spiritualism, in order to scale the peaks of meditation, in order to attain the bliss of freedom
from death. Read this book to find peace in day to day life, in order to discover the joy of a life
spent in devotion, meditation and immersion in the atman. This text is a short work by Acharya
Bhadrabahu, composed for the benefit of all mankind. It has been attractively illustrated and
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The Locked Door: A gripping psychological thriller with a jaw-dropping twist, The Man Burned
by Winter (Rooker Lindström Thriller Book 1), Once Upon a River: A Novel, Things We Never
Got Over, The Candid Life of Meena Dave, Last Summer Boys: A Novel, Reminders of Him: A
Novel, The Wild Side: A Small Town Friends-To-Lovers Romance (The Wild Westbrooks
Series), Nightwork: A Novel, The Housemaid: An absolutely addictive psychological thriller with
a jaw-dropping twist, Shattered Altar (Makarova Bratva Book 1), Book Lovers, The Stolen
Baby: From bestselling author of historical fiction: A page-turning, heart-wrenching WW2 saga
based on a moving true story, Ruthless Rival, Quicksilver, Where the Crawdads Sing, My Evil
Mother: A Short Story, Ignite a Shift: Engaging Minds, Guiding Emotions and Driving Behavior,
BEQOMING: Everything You Didn't Know You Wanted, Shattered Cradle (Makarova Bratva
Book 2), The Venice Sketchbook: A Novel, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, Text Revision Dsm-5-tr

Rainchild, “Truth in Advertising. Want a short book of Eastern meditation called the
"Viropanishad"? Here it is! With its bilingual text, its clear English, and its easy-to-use format,
there's really nothing to dislike about this volume. A brief-but-good addition to the library of
anyone interested in Eastern religion and meditation.”

The book by Julie Nichol has a rating of  5 out of 2.9. 2 people have provided feedback.
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